


Because we care for our environment, our society, our community, our 
employees and our shareholders, we at SETF (Saudi Electrical 
Transformers Factory Company) are strong believers and practitioners 
of « doing everything right the first time and every time »keeping in 
mind that excellence  and quality are a culture  and a way of living. 
We at SETF force ourselves to strive and an over perform  even in the 
simplest tasks we undertake, setting example in the industrial 
excellence for years to come. We have set out since our first days on an 
infinite quest around the world to outsource only the best material, the 
best equipment's and machinery, and above all the best workforce to 
run all our processes and procedures. We are constantly looking for 
sustainable ways to grow, develop  and diversify , through research, 
development and constant training. This is how we commit to keep our 
customers happy and satisfied no matter what the conditions are, 
because you are the cause of our success  and continuity. This is our 
message and this is our prerogative, as we invite you to move through 
the following pages and discover step by step our activities, products 
and technical developments. 

CORPORATE POLICY
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Currently S.E.T.F is focusing all its efforts on two separate but complementary 
activities. The first one is continuously updating machinery, processes and human 
resources to meet the challenges lying ahead;
The second one is constantly investing in the R&D to develop products of ever 
finer quality and reliability. Currently the processes are being reshuffled and 
constantly monitored to prove their worthiness. While every production step is 
subject to numerous quality checks and assessments, the methods used in 
producing your transformers are being always re-engineered and developed to 
give you the best in electro-magnetic engineering. On the other hand our 
laboratories and design engineers are constantly working in tight collaboration 
with national and international education and engineering institutes to make sure 
that whatever goes out of S.E.T.F production lines is only top notch in safety, 
power, reliability and quality. With this in mind the S.E.T.F Board of Strategic 
Management is starting to brace itself for the big changes to come and thus has 
decided to increase the current production capacities in order to make use of the 
full potential of every element contributing to the company's success.
It is anticipated that S.E.T.F will start working on its new premises (a brand new 
factory in a modern area next to Jeddah) by the end of 2009, to bring the total 
production areas to 20000 square meters. These future developments plus all the 
other activities happening daily are your guarantee that every transformer, every 
component and every service offered by S.E.T.F are your ticket to a world of 
unmatched quality, competitiveness and ease of mind

THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE
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With more then 2000 transformers operating in the gulf area at 
notorious customers from SAUDI ARAMCO, to Prince Mohammad Bin 
Fahad University, by passing through the Saudi Ministry of Defense and 
Aviation Critical Infrastructure and the Prestigious QIPCO Twin Towers in 
Qatar, we would have never been able to make it till this date without 
the continuous support and dedication of our most valued customers 
that have earned the status of partners.

Partners in our success, in our development, in our sustainability and 
above all in our quest for constantly delivering the best effort possible.

Once again we would like to extend our thanks and gratitude to our 
local and international customers.

Each and every one of you is another major milestone towards our 
quest for excellence.

VALUED CUSTOMERS & MAJOR PROJECTS
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• LV COIL WINDING

Copper-Cast low voltage coils are wound using a full height copper foil, insulated 
by a special inter-layer insulation.
These coils are wound in a spiral form on special fire retardant drums. Ventilation 
ducts are created in order to facilitate the air flow and thus create a better heat 
dissipation.
The welding process (automated TIG welders), the winding process (CNC 
controlled copper foil winding machines) as well as the materials used all give 
excellent short-circuit proof capabilities to these coils.

• POLYMERIZATION

After the low voltage coils are wound and completed, the final yet most important 
stage is ready to start.
The coils are introduced in a polymerization oven, where a controlled heating 
process takes place, and brings the temperature up to 150degrees Celsius.
This step is crucial in curing and activating the stage B resin found in the pre-
impregnated inter layer insulation.
Once this step is complete the coils will form one solid entity that is fire proof, 
short circuit proof and insensitive to most environmental aggressions, even in the 
toughest industrial atmospheres.

THE PROCESS
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• HV COIL WINDING
Copper-Cast high voltage coils are wound using a GRADE II enameled copper wire, 
insulated by a special inter-layer insulation that increases the overall dielectric 
strength of the structure.
These coils are wound in a spiral manner, in multiple cake techniques, thus 
improving even further the dielectric withstand levels of the high voltage coil.
In all the design and manufacturing process of these coils, is specially made to 
increase the linear impulse withstand levels and improve the overall behavior 
under extreme operating conditions.

• CASTING
Once the high voltage coils wound and assembled, they are placed in their
respective molds and prepared for the casting process.
One of the most critical steps in manufacturing medium voltage dry type
transformers, the casting process takes place in two steps; de-gazing of the casting
compounds (such as the resin, the accelerator…) and pouring this compound in
the heat and vacuum treated molds.
The acceptable vacuum levels are less then 0.5 mBar, while the molds are heated
at 80 degrees Celsius for a predefined period of time ensuring the partial
discharge level is way lower then the one stated by the most stringent standards.

THE PROCESS
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• CURING
A good casting process would be useless without a proper curing cycle.

Once the high voltage coils of the Copper-Cast transformers are cast, the last step 
in-line is a controlled curing process that will raise the temperature in gradual 
steps from 80 to 140 degrees Celsius over 15 hours.

The end result is coils that are E2, C2, and F1 compliant, with very high reliability 
and longevity, and care free avoiding troubles and worries over the complete life 
span of the transformers.

• ASSEMBLY
The ultimate step in the manufacturing process of a Copper-Cast transformer is 
the assembly stage.

Once all the components available, we move on to the assembly of the low and 
high voltage coils on mitered, step lap yoke lamination of the finest quality.

The assembly of these transformers assures the highest compliance to the 
toughest standards and abnormal operating conditions, thus giving Copper-Cast 
an outstanding reliability and usability year after year.

THE PROCESS
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• ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING
Being very versatile transformers Copper-Cast can be designed to operate in a 
wide range of conditions, atmospheres and locations.

Keeping that in mind, it is very crucial to be able to accommodate all of these 
various conditions without compromising the reliable operation of the 
transformer, and above all the safety of the surrounding personnel.

With that in mind S.E.T.F has set out to modernize its metal workshop and related 
facilities to be able to produce enclosure and protective housing conforming to 
both European and American standards.

Enclosure ratings vary from NEMA 1 to NEMA 4 or from IP 11 to IP 66. Indoor or 
outdoor, corrosion proof or plain and regular steel enclosures are available upon 
request.

Even enclosure painting can be customized according to customer request.
additionally the technical department of S.E.T.F can offer consulting and advice 
concerning the best suited enclosure type to go with your application.

THE PROCESS
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• LABORATORY
All our Copper Cast® are tested to IEC 60076 and 60726 in our labs certified by the 
Saudi Arabian
Standards Organization. Each and every transformer undergo the routine tests 
specified in the above mentioned standards and special tests will be carried out 
after an agreement with the customers. The tests carried out are the following: -
Winding resistance – Voltage ratio, polarity and vector group
– Impedance voltage – Load loss – No-load loss

Plus all the relevant dielectric tests, such as:
• Applied voltage test
• Induced voltage test Partial discharge acceptance test at 1.10 Um(which

is set at a maximum of 10 pC by the HD 464 S1,
para 20.5
Plus the other type and special tests, such as the deep temperature tests, 
temperature rise tests, lightning impulse tests, sound level tests.

Nevertheless these tests have to be agreed upon with the customer prior to the 
final testing phase of the transformers manufacturing.

THE PROCESS
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Industrial City – Phase 1 - Zone 4 P.O.Box: 2761 Jeddah 21461 
Tel: +966 (0) 12 608-1525 • Fax: +966 (0) 12 608-1535 

e-mail: setf@setf.com.sa • www.setf.com.sa 
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